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level of their proficiency. Losses in proficiency that have
occurred during the vacation must be made up and practice
provided for each new step.
Multiplication deserves major attention during the fourth
grade.25 Division combinations, fraction forms, and the sim-
plest fraction problems should be part of the curriculum.
Practice in solving problems of real life involving addition,
subtraction, and multiplication is necessary to develop the
child's ability to think in arithmetical terms. Number needs
in this grade are numerous. There are lunch orders to be
filled, the mechanical details of trips to plan, height and
•weight charts to keep, computations to be made for con-
struction planned to improve the school, the cost of parties
to be estimated, and many other activities involving number
work.
Toward the end of the fourth grade and at the beginning
of the fifth grade the equation form and process signs may
be introduced. Practice in the fundamental processes and
problem solving is continued, the study of division receiving
special emphasis. Habits of work are as important as spe-
cific skills. At this stage children should be able to teach
themselves and set definite goals for themselves toward which
to strive in speed and accuracy.
In the sixth grade review7 is needed on the four funda-
mental processes in order to remove deficiencies; practice
is necessary to maintain the desired standards of proficiency.
Long division will be introduced as an outgrowth of practice
in short division in long form; more difficult work with
fractions will be undertaken; and more complex problems
will be solved.
The seventh and eighth grade likewise represent no sharp
break in arithmetic sequences. Practice in processes previ-
ously introduced is given on the basis of an initial inventory
of the pupil's achievement. Decimals and percentage work
are introduced in connection with practical problems of the
classroom and home. Problems in graph form are an excel-
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